We investigate two key representative semiclassical approaches for propagating resonant energy transfer between a pair of electronic two-level systems (donor and acceptor) with the coupled Maxwell-Liouville equations. On the one hand, when the electromagnetic (EM) field is treated classically and Coulomb interactions are treated quantum-mechanically, we find that a quantum-classical mismatch leads to a violation of causality, i.e., the acceptor can be excited before the retarded EM field arrives. On the other hand, if we invoke a classical intermolecular Coulomb operator, we find that the energy transfer in the near field loses quantitative accuracy compared with Förster theory, even though causality is strictly obeyed. Thus, our work raises a fundamental paradox when choosing a semiclassical electrodynamics algorithm. Namely, which is more important: Accurate short range interactions or long range causality? Apparently, one cannot have one's cake and eat it too.
Light-matter interactions are an essential research area in physics, chemistry and engineering.
A host of recent experiments encountering strong light-matter interactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have demonstrated that the optical response of matter does not always follow response theory, and that we cannot always treat the electromagnetic (EM) field as a perturbation. In order to model such experiments, a better approach is to consider both the light and matter degrees of freedom on the same footing.
For a non-perturbative model of electrodynamics in terms of molecular properties, the usual approach is to perform a Power-Zienau-Woolley transformation, 7, 8 so that the full quantum electrodynamics (QED) Hamiltonian reads as follows,
Here,D ⊥ andB are the displacement and magnetic field operators,Ĥ s is the Hamiltonian for the quantum subsystem, andP ⊥ is the transverse polarization operator of the quantum (molecular) subsystem that couples to the EM field. 9D ⊥ = 0Ê⊥ +P ⊥ and B = ∇ ×Â, whereÂ is the vector potential. The canonical commutator relationship is D ⊥ (r),Â(r ) = i δ ⊥ (r − r ), where δ ⊥ is the transverse δ-function. Note that the displacement field is exclusively transverse, (i.e.,D = 0), so that we can writeD orD ⊥ interchangeably. Although not discussed often, we note that Eq. 
where the intermolecular Coulomb interactionsV (nl) Coul are (for n = l) 10 V (nl)
In Eq. (3), the intermolecular Coulomb operator is defined as the inner product of the longitudinal polarization operators for the molecular pair (P (n,l) ). When the molecular size is much less than the intermolecular separation, one can make the point-dipole approximation,
i.e.,P (n,l) =μ (n,l) δ(r − r (n,l) ), whence Eq. (3) is reduced to the well-known instantaneous dipole-dipole interaction Hamiltonian:
Here,μ (n,l) is the dipole moment operator of molecule n or l and r (r) is the vector (unit vector) along the direction of molecular separation.
At this point, one can prove causality through the following argument. Consider the case of two molecules well separated from each other (so that drP (n) ·P (l) = 0). Then, if we substitute Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), we find that all instantaneous (i.e. longitudinal)
interactions between molecular pairs vanish by cancellation:
Thus, QED strictly satisfies causality: molecules interact solely through the retarded EM field.
2 A semiclassical algorithm for QED: the lack of a unique approach When dealing with realistically large systems, the many body Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is almost impossible to propagate quantum-mechanically. A straightforward simplification is semiclassical electrodynamics, whereby one treats the EM field classically while treating the molecular subsystem quantum mechanically. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] According to this approach, one evolves the coupled Schrödinger-Maxwell or Liouville-Maxwell equations:
Here,ρ,Ĥ sc andP are (respectively) the density operator, semiclassical Hamiltonian and polarization operator for the quantum, molecular subsystem. For a subsystem containing N molecules, the total density operatorρ is expressed asρ =ρ (1) ⊗ρ (2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ρ (N ) . In Eq.
(6c), J is the current density operator that connects the quantum molecular subsystem to the classical EM field. In Eq. (6d), J is defined by a mean-field approximation, 16, 17 and so the set Eqs. (6) can also be called "Ehrenfest" electrodynamics. As far as the notation below, it will be crucial to distinguish between the operatorP (with hat) and the average P = Tr ρP (no hat).
Note that Eq. (6c) can be separated into two different equations for the transverse and perpendicular components:
and the latter equation can be integrated so that:
Hamiltonian #I
When defining the semiclassical, electronic HamiltonianĤ sc in Eq. (6a), there is no unique prescription. One widely applied Hamiltonian 8 readŝ
Henceforward, we will refer to Eq. (9) as Hamiltonian #I.
In Eq. (9), there are two terms containing instantaneous interactions: the non-local 
Ideally, the second line of Eq. (10) should cancel (see Eq. (5)). However, note that in Eq.
(10), one of the P terms is treated classically while the Coulomb interactions are treated fully quantum-mechanically, and thus, there is no guarantee of cancellation or strict causality.
In fact, below we will present numerical simulations showing that causality is not strictly enforced. Thus, one may further ask: can we find a different semiclassical Hamiltonian that does preserve causality? Indeed, this is possible, which brings us to Hamiltonian #II.
Hamiltonian #II
To preserve causality by construction, one can make the following approximation: ∀n, l,
Compared with the quantum form ofV ). If we substitute Eq. (11) and E ⊥ = 1 0 (D−P ⊥ ) into Eq. (9), after some straightforward algebra, we find that a new semiclassical Hamiltonian emergesĤ
In Eq. (12), the intermolecular interactions are carried exclusively through the classical Dfield, and thus causality is strictly preserved. Henceforward, to distinguish Eq. (12) from Eq. (9), we will refer to Eq. (12) as Hamiltonian #II.
Alternatively, by substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10), Eq. (12) is equivalent tô
Hamiltonians # I'/ # II'
Before presenting any results, one final point is appropriate. As discussed in Sec. 1, Eq.
(1) should formally include the self-interaction of all charges. And, for a single electron at each site n, this self-interaction will be of the formV self = 1 2 0 dr|P (n) | 2 . If we make a semiclassical approximation (in the spirit of Eqs. (3) and (11)), we can approximate
, which will obviously cancel the self-interaction terms in Eqs. (10) and (13) . The resulting Hamiltonians will be of the form
In practice, as shown in the supporting information, we find thatĤ I sc andĤ II sc behave effectively the same asĤ I sc andĤ II sc . In the Appendix, we list the relevant energy expression that is conserved for each choice ofĤ sc .
Results
To compare the two semiclassical Hamiltonians above, we will now apply Ehrenfest electrodynamics and model resonant energy transfer between a pair of identical electronic two-level systems (TLSs) 18-21 in three dimensions.
Model
Consider a TLS with a donor (D) and an acceptor (A). The Hamiltonian for both the donor and acceptor areĤ
where Eq. (15) is expressed in the basis {|g , |e }; here |g is the ground state and |e is the excited state. ω 0 is the energy difference between |g and |e . The polarization operator for each molecule readsP
Here, ξ(r) = ψ * g qrψ e = (2π) −3/2 σ −5 µ 12 rz exp(−r 2 /2σ 2 ) is the polarization density of a TLS where |g is an s-orbital, |e is a p z orbital, q denotes the effective charge of the TLS, σ denotes the width of wave functions and µ 12 = | drψ * g qrψ e | denotes the magnitude of transition dipole moment. We assume the TLS has no permanent dipole. Without loss of generality, we suppose the donor (acceptor) sits on the negative (positive) side of the x-axis,
i.e., r = (R/2, 0, 0). We define R as the separation between the two TLSs.
Overall, the electronic Hamiltonians read as follows in matrix form (in the basis {|gg ,
where
. All other simulation details and parameters are provided in Section 6, at the end of this article.
Analytical QED Results
In resonant energy transfer, one well-known benchmark is Förster theory with retardation, 22 
Here, P
2 (0) is the initial excited state population of the donor, e D and e A are the unit vectors oriented along the transition dipoles of the donor and the acceptor,
We define e R as the unit vector oriented along the separation between donor and acceptor. In our model, the pair of TLSs are located along the x-axis and the transition dipole moments are both p z polarized, so that e A · e R = e D · e R = 0 and η 1 = η 3 = e A · e D = 1. θ(t) = d dt Max{t, 0} is the Heaviside step function.
Note that the unretarded Förster theory expression for P 
Numerical Semiclassical Results
As far as simulating energy transfer semiclassically, we will assume that there is no EM field in space initially, 30 the donor starts in a superposition state (C (D)
and the acceptor starts in the ground state, where C 1 (C 2 ) represents the quantum amplitude of |g (|e ). With these initial conditions, we can propagate Eqs. (6) , and compare dynamics of Hamiltonians #I and #II. To keep the following context concisely, we will refer to the Hamiltonian #II 2 (t end )) versus ω 0 t with the same separation range as in Fig. a-b , where now only the x-axis is plotted logarithmically; (e-f) P 19)). Note that Hamiltonian #I (Fig. c) violates causality such that P In Figs. 1, we plot the excited state population of the acceptor (P (A) 2 (t)) at relatively short times (t < 20 fs) by varying the separation R, (0.6 ≤ k 0 R ≤ 8.0). In Fig. 1c , we find that result #I clearly doesn't preserve causality: P (A) 2 (t) begins to increase, especially when the separation is small (k 0 R < 1), even before the retarded field from the donor comes (ω 0 t < k 0 R). Interestingly, however, for even large distances (when k 0 R 1),
Hamiltonian #I seems to do a better job of preserving causality because, in this limit, the intermolecular interactions are dominated by the retarded field (which decays as R −1 ) rather than longitudinal Coulomb interactions (which decay as R −3 ). Nevertheless, clearly,
Hamiltonian #I violates the tenets of relativity. That being said, Hamiltonian #II does preserve causality exactly (see Fig. 1d ). Thus, from this perspective, one would presume With this background in mind, one might expect that the Ehrenfest energy transfer rate will also depend strongly on initial state population; and one can ask: will our results using
Hamiltonians #I and #II change in a similar fashion for different initial states? To that end, in Figs. 2, for a variety of initial conditions, we compare results for P On the other hand, in Fig. 2c , we also see that Hamiltonian #II fails and drastically underestimates the energy transfer rate for P (D) 2 (0) = 0.9. Here, we need only recognize that, because Hamiltonian #II treats the EM field exclusively classically, such an approach can never be accurate (either at short range or at long range) if spontaneous emission is not capture correctly. Thus, in the end, a crucial question emerges: If we can develop a means to include spontaneous emission on top of Ehrenfest dynamics, what will be the most accurate approach: to include a combination of quantum Coulomb interactions with a classical (but exclusively transverse) EM field (i.e. Hamiltonian #I)? Or to employ an entirely classical (transverse plus longitudinal) EM field? As we look forward to future methodological development of this understudied area, many questions remain.
Conclusion
In conclusion, by numerically studying coherent energy transfer between a pair of TLSs with Ehrenfest electrodynamics, our conclusions are as follows. 
Appendix I: Simulation details and parameters
We evolve the EM field and the total density matrix ρ = ρ (D) ⊗ ρ (A) by Eqs. (6) is not very important for energy transfer dynamics.
The parameters for the TLSs are as follows: for the transition dipole moment µ 12 = 9.57 × 10 4 C · nm/mol, for the energy difference ω 0 = 6.58 eV, and for the molecular width σ = 3 nm. In the FDTD simulation, we calculate the EM field in a (96 + R) nm × 96 nm × 96 nm grid with spacing ∆x = 3 nm, where R is the separation between two TLSs. We choose a small time step ∆t = 2 × 10 −4 fs to guarantee the accuracy and convergence.
Appendix II: Energy conservation
For each semiclassical Hamiltonian discussed above, we can define a total energy function that is conserved. These energies are as follows: For our purposes, with a donor in a superposition state, we will make the rotating wave approximation so that our final energy transfer expression (Eq. (19)) can be derived by multiplying Eq. 
